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 Robert S. McNamara is theformer Secretary of Defense to Presidents Kennedy andJohnson.

 His research into the Cuban missile crisis and the escalation of the war in Vietnam—both of

 which occurred while he was Secretary of Defense—are landmarks of what is now called

 critical oral history, a technique that tries to reconstruct the decision-making process from

 all angles via conferences of the principal involved actors. Discoveries made using this tech

 nique rewrote the history of both events and caused McNamara to completely revise his

 perceptions of human rationality with regard to the use of nuclear weapons. He now travels

 the world as an advocate ofnucUar disarmament.

 McNamara's principal collaborators are James Blight andjanet Lang, husband and

 wife researchers at Brown University's Watson Institute for International Studies. The fol

 lowing is a composite of an April, 2005 Question and Answer session with Secretary

 McNamara, a dinner interview, and our talk with professors Blight and Lang. They con

 sented to sit down with the Journal and discuss over twenty years of work with Secretary

 McNamara in order to give a better sense of what makes the Secretary tick. We are therefore

 happy to include a look "behind the scenes" of McNamara's multi-decade reassessment of

 assumptions about the nuclear decision-making process.

 Copyright © 2005 by the Brown Journal of World Affairs
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 The Brown Journal ofWorld Affairs'. What is critical oral history, your research method,

 in which Secretary McNamara seems to have played such a pivotal role?

 James Blight and janet Lang: In the 1980s, we studied the problem of nuclear danger

 at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government. Nuclear war was said to be "unthink

 able," but unfortunately it was not impossible. If it was not impossible, and yet was

 unthinkable, then how might it happen?

 We came to the study of international relations from cognitive psychology, inter

 ested in how people process information about the world and the ways in which that

 information, along with individual capacities and incapacities, affects the ability to

 cope effectively with the world they confront. We became especially interested in how

 decision-makers function in crises: when the stakes are high, the time is short, the

 information flowing in is contradictory, and everything seems to be on the line.

 This led us to the following question: if an all-out nuclear war between the super

 powers is "unthinkable" in the sense that it would be irrational due to its being mani

 festly and jointly suicidal, what might occur in a crisis that would lead decision-makers

 under stress to conclude, or to foresee the possibility of concluding, that their least

 worst option might actually be the initiation of nuclear war? It wasn't long before we

 zeroed in on the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962, the closest the United States

 and the Soviet Union ever came to a war—a war which could have escalated quickly to

 the nuclear level. We wondered from the perspective of cognitive psychology what that

 experience must be like. Secondly, what would the crisis seem to be about—which data

 would decision-makers be focused on, and what would they ignore as they groped their

 way toward a resolution to the crisis?

 This approach seemed to offer us a key advantage: It might give clues as to what

 decision-makers in the next nuclear crisis, if one were to occur, ought to look out for—

 which strategies raised and which lowered the risk of nuclear war. Importantly, it would

 show us mistakes, misperceptions, and misjudgments that contributed to the escala

 tion of crises. And because we would be focused on human psychology in crisis situa

 tions rather than bombs, bullets, and other military variables, the results might be

 applicable—might be policy-relevant—rather than just stories about the past with neg

 ligible or uncertain connections to the present and future.

 We designed the research method which came to be called critical oral history

 because we needed a way to penetrate the fog of decision-making in real time, as it

 happened, when no one had any idea how decisions would turn out. Critical oral

 history provides a bridge between the confusion of raw experience and the relatively

 cut-and-dried rendering of that experience in histories, memoirs, etc.
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 The method combines, in structured conferences, (1) decision-makers, (2) scholars,

 and (3) declassified documents, which provide added accuracy and authenticity to the

 conversation. The decision-makers, whose knowledge comes from their experience (for

 example, of having had responsibility for managing events in the Cuban missile crisis,

 or the war in Vietnam), are thus able to confront scholars, whose knowledge of the

 events is after-the-fact, obtained from documents or interviews. The declassified docu

 ments provide a level playing field on which these groups can ask, and begin to answer,

 questions about the events under scrutiny.

 What happens when we do this? Well, based on our experience with more than

 two dozen exercises in critical oral history over the past 18 years, this is generally how

 it works: Picture a square of tables, with

 anywhere from 15-25 people distributed Critical Oral hiStOTy prOVidßS B
 around the four sides. Former decision- ... ,
 makers from, say, the United States face di- »ridge between the COnfUSIOR Of

 rectly their counterparts from (in some of f3W BXpOnBIlCO and tll6 TOlatiVCly
 the missile crisis conferences) the Soviet ... . • . „ #...

 * i t t c cut-and-dried rendering of tnatex
 Unton or Cuba, or both. In the conferences

 on the Vietnam war, U.S. officials faced perience in histories, memoirs, etc.

 former officials from the Hanoi govern
 ment. Scholars from the involved countries, and sometimes others as well, sit across

 from one another on the other two sides of the square. Everyone has a roughly 1,000

 page "briefing notebook" containing a selection of declassified documents and other

 materials from all the involved governments—the paper trails of what was really going

 on in each government (versus intelligence reports, which are often faulty, regarding

 what was believed to be going on in the leadership of an adversary). An agenda has been

 agreed upon ahead of time. The chair of the meeting opens it up for comments and

 discussion, and the conversation is off and running. No one knows exactly where it will

 go, what will be revealed, or what will be concluded. It is a creative exercise, when it
 works.

 Robert McNamara: Well, I think we are all indebted to Jim andjanet and their associates

 for this methodology that they have developed and appliedparticularly to the Cuban missile

 crisis and to Vietnam. But I'm not a historian. Many historians don't like it. It focuses on

 counterfactuals, and what would have happened if we didn't do this or that. We're not sure

 that critical oral history is bringing out all thefacts, because you don't have documentation

 in the case of Vietnam. We have very few documents from the Vietnamese, but I think it's a

 major step forward in scholarly research. It needs to be applied. It sure as heck needs to be

 applied to Iraq.
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 Journal: Why did McNamara decide to work with you on these projects? What makes

 him such a staunch advocate of nuclear disarmament, and what policy prescriptions

 derive from the experience of learning, through critical oral history, how many times

 one has misread an adversary's intentions over the course of a career? Is he simply trying

 to shore up his legacy?

 Blight and Lang: Skeptics persist in

 the view that Bob McNamara has par- *~
 ticipated in the critical oral history

 projects in order to improve his pub- ^
 lie image—his reputation—which lay •***'
 in tatters according to some, due to

 J
 hisroleasthechiefarchitectofthewar y JÊ

 .mm
 in Vietnam. This is ridiculous. If that jâSL

 were his objective, then he would be 1 ..
 better advised to emulate Henry vj|r^
 Kissinger: never admit a mistake; 'SB. f gjjfc^X
 persistenly rewrite memoirs; prohibit VA f jRj
 others from seeing the documents on ' rnHP?- "?* Il
 which these memoirs are allegedly i
 based; and whatever you do, do not

 engage in open, honest debate about

 whether you were right or wrong in i
 your views and actions in various
 events. Instead, Bob McNamara has

 repeatedly exposed himself to criticism I
 from all sides, including the side of
 former adversaries, and refused to write

 any kind of a memoir at all until, by 1995, he became convinced that by using declas

 sified documents it might be possible to tell a part of his story—that relating to the war

 in Vietnam—with relative detachment and objectivity in his memoir In Retrospect.

 Furthermore, critical oral history is not a way to earn the love, or at least the

 respect, of the public, as demonstrated in Bob McNamaras case. As Harvard scholar

 Samantha Power recently wrote, the result of Bob's willingness to examine his past

 objectively and to reflect on the meaning of what he has learned has earned him even

 more epithets, more anger, and more vitriol from those who disagree with his actions

 during Vietnam.
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 McNamara: The book Argument Without End, which is based on our critical oral his

 tory conference in Hanoi, shows on the cover of the book a North Vietnamese with his fist

 drawn back, and I'm sitting opposite him, and we almost came to blows. That photograph

 was taken at lunch the first day. The person swinging his fist at me was the former foreign

 minister of North Vietnam. He's preparing to hit me because I took to Hanoi my hypothesis.

 I said, "My hypothesis is that each of us could have achieved our geopolitical objectives

 without this terrible war. You lost, according to your statement, 4,300,000people. On our

 population base, that's the equivalent of27,000,000 dead Americans. You could've saved

 those people. We could've saved our 50,000 if each of us [McNamara and the North Viet

 namese foreign minister] could have been in communication with each other. You wanted

 independence. We wanted assurance that South Vietnam would not be used as a stepping

 stone for the Soviets and the Chinese to extend communism across East and Southeast Asia. "

 And he, the ex-foreign minister, said, "You're just totally wrong. You're half right. But you

 made the mistakes, not we. We didn't make any mistakes. " That was Monday.

 The meeting ended on Friday, and thank God at the end before he left, he said, "Bob,

 I agree with you. We made a mistake. We were wrong. "I'm glad he said it because he died

 shortly after. But when you get people to sit down and surface their objectives, empathize

 with the others—surface the objectives, discuss what common agreement we can come to, it's

 often much, much easier to come to that agreement than either side believed ahead of time.

 And as I say, I think today that would be our experience in North Korea and Iran. These are

 very, very difficult problems, don't misunderstand me. And I may be totally wrong. But my

 God, we oughta at least try it.

 And let me digress just a moment on the lessons ofthat conference. I do want to say

 that while we sit here, we, the United States, have 6,000 nuclear warheads deployed. Each

 one, on average, has about 20 times the destructive power of the Hiroshima bomb. And of

 the 6,000, 2,000 are on hair trigger alert ready to be launched, in 15 minutes, by one

 man—the president. With no consultation. That's where we are today! It's absolutely insane.

 What kind of an empathetic foundation do we have for that? And your generation is going

 to have to live with it. It's a danger, if I were you, I wouldn't accept. And I try not to.

 Bill Perry, who's not an alarmist—he's theformer Secretary of Defense, a scientist, and

 director of Stanford's Security Studies Group—said at a meeting of the National Academy of

 Sciences last August that—these are his exact words, "There's a greater than 50% probabil

 ity of a nuclear detonation on U.S. soil within this decade." And [Harvard's] Graham

 Allison, just a few months afterwards came out with a book with a slightly modified state

 ment but it was basically the same. Now I don't want to argue whether it's 50percent or 20

 percent or 80 percent. I said at one of these [critical oral history] meetings in Moscow [in

 1989, on the Cuban missile crisis,] that I believed that the indefinite combination ofhu
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 man fallibility—we know we're allfallible—we know we all make mistakes. Conventional

 wisdom is, "Don't make the same mistake twice. Learn from your errors. "Now maybe we

 make it two times or three times or four times, but we don't make it five or ten. You can

 make mistakes with conventional weapons. There's a learning curve. We learn not to make

 them, so we don't destroy nations with conventional weapons. There isn't any learning curve

 with nuclear weapons. You make a mistake, you're gonna destroy nations. In my opinion,

 the indefinite combination of human fallibility and nuclear weapons will lead to their use

 and lead to the destruction of nations. In a sense, that's what Bill Perry and Graham Allison

 are saying. For God's sakes, think about it. What can you do? What should you do to deal

 with this problem?

 Journak Defense Secretary McNamara was originally a statistics buff—he'd been re

 ferred to as "an IBM machine with legs"—committed to rationalistic, systematic analy

 sis of international relations problems. Now he is a leading figure in critical oral his

 tory, preaching the virtues of empathy and explaining emphatically, for example in the

 film The Fog of War, that, "rationality cannot save us." What caused that transforma

 tion and how has critical oral history affected that transformation?

 Blight and Lang: Bob McNamara was never the "IBM machine with legs," that many

 believed he was. He is, and as far as we know always was, capable of deep feeling and

 emotion. One of our teachers at the Kennedy School, Dick Neustadt, once told us that

 "Bob McNamara is actually a very emotional Irishman—albeit a Protestant Irishman—

 who has managed to disguise this fact by applying a veneer of hyper-rationality to

 . himself." Dick was right. As can easily be
 Bob McNamara is actually a very seen inE[rolMorris.sm0vie, u,W
 emotional Irishman—albeit a Prot- War, Bob McNamara doesn't just have

 beliefs, he has passionate beliefs. True, he estant Irishman—who has managed ,, ,
 was trained in what was called statistical

 to disguise this fact by applying a control" at Harvard and in the Army Air

 veneer of hyper-rationality to himself, corps during the second woridwar. He
 trusts data more than hearsay. But he is

 the furthest thing from a detached calculating machine. A detached "machine" would

 not have pounded his left fist on the table last month when discussing the danger of

 nuclear war. I doubt anyone attending the talk would have suspected that Bob was a

 "machine." I think they were more concerned about whether he might singe their

 eyebrows, because he burns with such intensity.

 A second feature of what we might call the McNamara myth relates to another

 epithet directed at him in The Fog ofWar by an unnamed newscaster from the 1960s—
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 that Bob is "an arrogant dictator." Now, does he want to get his way? Yes, he does. Is he

 sometimes pushy and short-tempered in pursuit of his objective? Yes, without ques

 tion. In fact, many years ago, we nicknamed him "Maximum Bob" after the title char

 acter in an Elmore Leonard novel—a judge who would just as soon send people to

 prison for parking violations as he would for murder. But an arrogant dictator is some

 one who does not believe he can be wrong, who does not listen to the advice of others

 nor pay attention to data bearing on the correctness or incorrectness of his views—a

 person who is almost incapable of learning from his mistakes. In his pursuit of om

 nipotence, he begins to believe he is omniscient. Bob McNamara is the antithesis of

 this kind of individual. He secretly commissioned the Pentagon Papers in the 1960s,

 while the war in Vietnam was still underway, indeed while it was still escalating out of

 control. The purpose of that project was to discover what had gone wrong, which

 assumptions the Americans (including McNamara) had made that were mistaken, and

 to apply what could be learned from those mistakes to future conflicts. He is remark

 ably educable. He learns from his mistakes because he is not wedded to his views the

 way many are.

 He is not, by any stretch of the imagination, a natural "empath." He has, how

 ever, in the course of his participation in critical oral history projects, come to see the

 overwhelming importance of empathy—and its lack—in both the Cuban missile crisis

 and the escalation of the war in Vietnam. He did this by noticing, in detail and repeat

 edly, that honesty and trust can develop between former enemies in the process of

 critical oral history. This often led to a much clearer understanding of what one's adver

 saries were really about.

 That kind of empathy, if you will, was entirely absent from the events themselves.

 For example, in the January 1992 Havana conference on the Cuban missile crisis, Bob

 was told point blank by Fidel Castro that, in the Cuban view, the situation was so

 desperate by 26-27 October 1962 that Castro, was prepared to "martyr" the entire
 nation of Cuba if he had assurance from Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev that the

 Soviets would annihilate the United States in retaliation for Cuba's destruction. Nei

 ther Bob McNamara, nor any of the other former U.S. leaders present, had any idea

 this was the Cuban view, and also the view of the 43,000 Soviet forces on the island

 who would also have been "martyred."

 Or take a single instance from the June 1997 conference in Hanoi on the war in

 Vietnam. Bob, and all of us present, learned that despite all the bombing inflicted on

 North Vietnam by U.S. forces—the heaviest bombing in history—the North Viet

 namese had actually expected a nuclear attack from the United States as well as an

 effort to invade their country with as many as one million U.S. troops. In effect, they

 expected genocidal efforts by the Americans to bring them to their knees and had plans
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 for coping with these anticipated measures, such as moving underground. Bob was

 astounded. Why? Because he saw that the U.S. strategy of gradual escalation would

 never have worked. They would never have surrendered.

 The overall conclusion Bob draws from these kinds of experiences with critical

 oral history is that danger, conflict, war, and potentially catastrophic nuclear war—all

 of them derive at bottom from a failure of empathy, a failure to understand who the

 enemy thinks he is, and who he thinks you are.

 McNamara: Now another lesson is to be learnedfrom the fact that we made assumptions

 when we tried to influence the Vietnamese indirectly during the war. We had bombing

 pauses. In a 1%3 meeting with President Johnson, Averell Harriman, and Dean Rusk, I

 said to the President, "I don't believe there's more than a one in three chance of achieving our

 objective by military means. "And he said, "You mean you have to go to diplomacy?"And I

 said, "Yes. " We were recommending that. We recognized that military operations were not

 going to be effective and therefore we should move toward diplomacy. But I thought a way to

 convey the message would be to stop bombing and imply that we could continue the bomb

 ing halt if we could begin negotiations. But we never put forward even an outline of what

 we would settlefor. And if you go over the record, Averell Harriman and I, and occasionally

 Dean Rusk and the President, discussed the kind of deal we could make. And we were

 prepared to allow them to move, by votes or otherwise, to an independent South Vietnam.

 Now, we'd want some assurance that the North Vietnamese would not allow the Chinese

 and the Soviets to engage in extending communist hegemony across Asia based in South

 Vietnam. But in later years, they said they never had any intention of doing that! You can

 say, "Well, that's what they say. We don't know. " But now that they finally control South

 Vietnam, they didn't try to extend it. The point I want to make is that we had these very

 imperfectforms of correspondence. We never conveyed, orally or in writing, the kind of deal

 that many of us were prepared to make. That was a terrible mistake. And it followed the

 failure to talk. The greatestfailure was thefailure to talk. If we'd talked, we would have had

 to think about our failure to convey to them what we were prepared to accept.

 Journak How does Secretary McNamara apply the results—what he has learned from

 critical oral history—to problems like nuclear proliferation in Iraq, Iran, and North
 Korea?

 McNamara: The lessons of critical oral history need to be applied; they sure as heck need to

 be applied to Iraq. How did we get into the situation in Iraq? Well, you say it's Bush. It isn't

 that easy. It isn't just Bush. A lot of other people are involved. What about the North Korean

 situation today? It's much more serious than Iraq in my opinion.
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 There's a problem in North Korea. While we refuse to negotiate, it's worse than our

 diplomacy or lack of diplomacy with respect to Vietnam. We have said, "We won't even talk

 to you until you disassemble all these nuclear facilities" that we know they have. We're not

 entirely sure they have nuclear weapons, but we know they have facilities relating to the

 development of nuclear technologies. "Until you disassemble it, well we won't even talk to

 you. " That's insane! And while we refuse to

 talk, everyone's building nuclear weapons. Security guarantees are absolutely

 [Thumps table] In a sense, the same thing pßqßjpß[j jf Wß ßpß going tO deal With
 is true of Iran. We have refused to talk to

 them. Well, we are getting associated with tMS prOblBITI Ol iUCibän pi ûisItrdùOn.

 the six-power and European discussions, but There is absolutely no alternative.
 we haven't yet agreed on a bilateral basis to

 talk to either North Korea or Iran. And I don't want to be quoted on this, but if I were the

 North Koreans, if I were the Iranians, I would want nuclear weapons. Iranians are facing

 the Israelis in a sense; the North Koreans are facing the South Koreans; the South Koreans

 have our troops there with nuclear weapons. It's understandable. North Korea, if I under

 stand it correctly, has said, "We will consider—we will, in effect, move towards dismantle

 ment if you provide us a security guarantee: a guarantee against aggression. " We settled the

 Cuban missile crisis by providing Khrushchev with a guarantee that we would not commit

 aggression against Cuba. Why not? We never had any intention of committing aggression

 anyhow! We never had any intention of committing aggression against North Korea. Why in

 God's name [thumps table] won't we sit down and talk to them and lay it out in a convinc

 ing form! Of course, in North Korea you would have to bring in the Chinese and maybe the

 Russians, some others, Japanese. But the security guarantees are absolutely required if we are

 going to deal with this problem of nuclear proliferation. There is absolutely no alternative.

 Now that may not be enough; they may have to do other things. And the form of the

 guarantee is important, but it's absolutely fundamental and these nations haven't had it. I

 doubt that five percent of you in this room know that we have security guarantees for South

 Korea, for Japan, for many other nations in the world. But Israel has never, never, never had

 a legalized security guarantee. And when it became very clear during the Six-Day War in

 June of1967 that at a certain point it was conceivable the Israelis could be defeated—this

 is before the war started—it was argued that they would defeat the Egyptians, which they

 did, and it was argued then that the Egyptians might well call on the Soviets to come to their

 defense and attack Israel. And President Johnson wanted to know, if that happened, would

 the Senate support our entry into the war to support Israel. And I want to tell you we could

 not have gotten Senate support for the U.S. support of Israel at that time. I tried several

 times to initiate it; at times they didn't want it. They felt if we had given them a security

 guarantee, we would use it to twist them by the tail. They didn't want that, so at times when
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 we could have gotten it, we didn't. Times when we perhaps needed it, we couldn't get it. They

 didn't have it in the past; they don't have it today. They—North Korea, India, Pakistan, you

 name it—many, many of these nations need security guarantees. We haven't—exceptfor the

 Cuban missile crisis—we haven't been prepared to discuss it. We must.

 Blight and Lang: Bob McNamara's solution is derived in part from his concern over

 what the world would be like after a nuclear war and in part from lessons learned in the

 research on the escalation of the war in Vietnam. The first is obvious: do whatever it

 takes to prevent Iran from becoming a nuclear power, and do whatever it takes to dis

 arm North Korea. In other words, study them; learn more about what drives them;

 above all, talk to them—directly and at the highest levels. This is precisely what did not

 happen during the war in Vietnam, resulting in the total absence of empathy and a

 disaster for everyone involved. If they want security guarantees of some sort, according

 to Bob, then let's put that on the table. If they want economic assistance, let's put that

 on the table. In fact, let's put everything on the table, begin to talk seriously, and see

 where it leads. If it leads nowhere, despite our best efforts, then you have learned some

 thing. But don't assume it won't lead anywhere. That's what President Lyndon B. Johnson

 and his Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, believed during the escalation of the war in

 Vietnam. But it turns out, and Bob McNamara suspected this at the time, that they

 were wrong. The North Vietnamese were ready to talk, not to capitulate. They weren't

 even ready to be nice guys. But Bob's central question is, how do you develop empathy

 without full engagement? His answer: you don't. And without empathy, mistakes will

 be made, which can lead to disaster.

 Journal; What exactly does Secretary McNamara mean when he talks about empathy?

 Where did this concept come from? Where does it begin and where does it end? Is it

 really possible to empathize with leaders of countries like Iran and North Korea? Can

 deterrence function without empathy?

 McNamara: Well, the first point I want to make is that when I use the word empathy, I

 don't use it as synonymous with sympathy. When I say we should be empathetic with respect

 to the North Vietnamese, Ididn'tmean, and I don't mean, we should have had sympathy for

 the North Vietnamese.

 I think perhaps we were wrong in our appraisal of the objectives of the North Viet

 namese. But that's a different point. We should have understood what their objective was.

 Today, perhaps you do, but I don't have empathy with Muslims. I don't understand

 Muslims! That's my failure, not theirs. Unless you develop an empathyfor your opponents—

 and when I say opponents, I'm not limiting this to war. This is true for negotiation of any
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 kind! I try never to go into a negotiation without putting myself in the shoes of my opposite.

 That's very, very difficult. I may not know him well enough or her well enough. If I know

 them well, I may misunderstand them. If I don't misunderstand them, I may he so opposed

 to what their belief are that I don't build on my knowledge of what they think.

 But that's the beginning! You cannot influence a person that you don't understand,

 that you don't make an effort to un

 dmtand And we don't do that. Today ' dOll t hlK eHlßathy With MUSllltlS. I dOH t

 we don't, I know I don't, and I doubt understand Muslims! That's my failure,

 that you empathize with Muslims. Or „OttoeM. dBVelOß 3» M1JM
 empathize with our opponents in Iraq,

 for example. It's a very, very serious is- thy for your opponents—and when I say

 sue. And God knows, Iraqis aren't (jpponentS, I'm not limiting tlt'lS tO WaL..
 empathizing with themselves. Here we

 are after the election; weeks after, you can't get the Sunnis and the Shi'ites to even bring

 together a government. They're killing each other, and killing us while it's going on.

 It's lack of empathy; it's lack of the willingness to move toward empathy. To try and

 understand is absolutely fundamental. We have been very, very weak in understanding. And

 I go to the North Koreans and the Iranians; we have not put ourselves in their shoes. If we

 had, we would be behaving much, much differently today than we are with respect to this

 terrible, terrible nuclear danger.

 Blight and Lang: Bob understood the power and centrality of empathy before he

 knew what to call it. He knew, for example, that his efforts at getting the Hanoi gov

 ernment to move to the negotiating table in the 1960s failed, in large part, because of

 a mutual inability to fathom the "bottom lines"—a favorite locution of Bob's—of one

 another. But it was probably at the 1997 Hanoi conference that Bob McNamara be

 came an advocate of empathy and was prepared to say so.

 The conversations in Hanoi were, at the outset, brutal and accusatory. That be

 came a kind of baseline level of empathy—pretty close to absolute zero—and the two

 sides accused each other of brutality, of refusing to even entertain the idea of compro

 mise and discussion about who had really caused the escalation of the Vietnam War. At

 every break and every meal during the first day of the four-day conference, we on the

 U.S. side discussed whether we should simply walk out of the conference and cut our

 losses. We later learned that the Vietnamese team had analogous conversations.

 But, slowly at first, then more rapidly, things began to change. The first indica

 tion was the appearance of some subtle humor—gallows humor, certainly—but hu

 mor—from both sides. A Vietnamese official and scholar, speaking for the first time in

 English, speculated that whereas the Americans liked to say they were trying to win the
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 hearts and minds of the South Vietnamese, he and his colleagues thought the testicles

 were more important than either hearts or minds. As he said, "We had you (the Ameri

 cans) by the testicles, and that is why you left our country without having to surrender

 either your hearts or your minds." This was funny. But as even the Americans had to

 admit—indeed, could not credibly deny—it was also true.

 Even more important, the Americans could see that this joke was told in an effort

 to communicate to us that it was more important for the conference to succeed than it

 was to "win." And so on it went. Accusation transformed into inquiry, and the answers

 given to the queries, from both sides, began to be accepted as sincere, even if one side

 disagreed with the premises on which they were based. In other words, empathy was

 developing this time, at the conference table, via face-to-face conversation, in ways that

 proved to be impossible three decades before. In his closing remarks to the conference,

 Watson Institute director Tom Biersteker commented on this and called the phenom

 enon "empathy" by name, thus connecting a new reality to an old concept, one that

 Bob McNamara, with lots of encouragement from us, picked up and made his own.

 Journal: How is it possible to understand the motivations of an utterly closed govern

 ment like North Koreas, which may have a completely alien value system?

 McNamara: We can understand that they fear us!

 Journal What are Secretary McNamaras views on the current policies of the Bush
 administration ?

 McNamara: Well, I don't want to get into a discussion of the Bush Administration. I'm very

 sympathetic to the problems that they're facing. I don't agree with them on a number of

 policies, but I understand the problems that they'refacing. And I think—I don't want you to

 misinterpret my answer there—my answer is that I think you can reexamine fundamental

 issues even while you're making policy. You say, "Well, I don't want to do that because I

 invite public discussion and I don't want to be thrown hither and yon by the media or the

 press or the critics or whatever. "But you can carry out these discussions in private. It needs to

 be done; it isn't being done. It's not Bush's fault; it's the fault of the leaders! [Pause. Laugh

 ter.] And I'm not talking about Bush. I said leaders. Leaders.

 But you know this nuclear issue, it's very much on my mind. I'm almost obsessed with

 it. It has never been discussed. To the best of my knowledge, there's never been a full discus

 sion of U.S. nuclear weapons deployments and policies in the U.S. Congress. That's disgrace

 ful. And we have this Nonproliferation Treaty, which is a foundation of our nonprolifera

 tion policy, coming up for discussion at an international meeting in, I think it's early May.
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 And we are failing in our obligation under that treaty. Yet we don't do anything about it, the

 Congress hasn't discussed it, and I don't know what the administration's going to do. /know

 the administration is not going to comply with Article VI of the treaty. I don't think any

 president, any Secretary, or any Chairman of the Joint Chief has ever intended to comply

 with that after they signed 35 years ago. But that is part of the deal! And the other nations

 of the world want to hold us to that. We're not prepared to be held to it. But—we don't

 discuss it. So I think these things can be surfaced, they should be surfaced und I hope all of

 you will learn from this in your lives.

 If Congress were to insert into a defense appropriations bill limitations on [the power

 to develop nuclear weapons], there'd probably be a heck of an argument over whether that

 was an appropriate piece of legislation for the Congress to do in light of the fact that the

 constitution designates the president as Commander in Chief, but I think in the end, the

 interpretation that the Congress can limit the powers of the Commander in Chief would

 hold. It's already attempting to limit and there's a continuation of my argument every time

 it comes up. But if it [is] understood that Congress can limit that power, it hasn't done so. It

 hasn't held these hearings.

 Nonproliferation is feasible, but not the way we're going at it. The Nonproliferation

 Treaty, signed by a U.S. president, ratified by the Senate, is the law of the land. Article VI

 says, "The five great nuclear powers, France, Britain, Russia, China, and the U.S. will

 negotiate in goodfaith the elimination of nuclear weapons. " We haven't even begun to do it.

 It was a three-part deal. The nuclear powers would negotiate elimination. The non-nuclear

 powers would agree not to acquire. The non-nuclear powers who wanted to use nuclear fuel

 to generate electricity would be allowed to do so. The deal was premised upon our commit

 ment to negotiate elimination. That treaty is 35 years old. We haven't even begun to do it

 and we're not going to do it.

 Can we continue to hold the others to their parts of the deal? I hope so and I think we

 can, if we show a little maneuverability in these negotiations that are coming up. It's abso

 lutely fundamental that we do that. In the case of Iran, for example, we say we're not going

 to allow them to develop the nuclear fuel that they say they need for nuclear reactors. In a

 sense, the Nonproliferation Treaty invited them, in ... ....
 the open, to generate eUctridty with nucUarpower. M

 Now we say, "We're not going to allow you to do flOt ttlB VI3f WB'rB jJOillg 3t it.

 that because we're not going allow you to have the

 fuelfor that. " What we need to say is, "We think you're absolutely crazy, we don't think you

 need nuclear reactors, you've got plenty of oil, but you're right; the treaty provides you that.

 However, it doesn't state that you automatically have the right to develop your own nuclear

 program. We're going to guarantee thatfuel. " If they say, "To hell with it; we're not going to

 accepta U.S. guarantee, "well, find someone else who will guarantee it. Maybe the Russians
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 will guarantee it.

 What I'm trying to say is that this issue of nonproliferation is not an easy one. I've

 already mentioned that in some cases with North Korea and Iran, you're going to have to

 provide security guarantees. That's going to be very essential. In cases such as Iran, you're

 going to have to provide nuclear fuels that they can use so that production of electric power

 can go forward, since it's permitted by the treaty. We have to be better at discussing. We're not

 adequately discussing either issue today.

 Blight and Lang: Bob McNamara believes, rightly or wrongly, that former national

 security officials, especially those who held high rank, should not criticize the adminis

 tration currently in office "while troops are in the field." So his stated policy is not to

 comment publicly on Bush administration policy regarding Iraq, Afghanistan, pris

 oner abuse, or any of the issues associated with the so-called "global war on terror." It is

 his way of what used to be called "refusing to give aid and comfort to the enemy." After

 The Fog ofWar was released in late 2003, he came under heavy criticism for this stance.

 There were several reasons he was criticized. First, people wondered how a man can be
 so critical of himself and refuse even to comment on the views and actions of his own

 government. Second, so much of what Bob says he learned in the critical oral history of

 the events in which he was involved seems to imply criticism of the administration,

 especially his ideas about lack of empathy towards Islamic fundamentalists. Bob s gen

 eral response is this: read what I have written and draw your own conclusions.

 On the Bush administrations nuclear policy, however, Bob has no such reticence.

 He has publicly declared the policy to be "insane" and "dangerous" and "foolhardy."

 This includes his critique of the administrations 50 year plan to modernize and re
 build U.S. nuclear forces and its refusal to declare that it will not be the first to use

 nuclear weapons. Bob believes that nuclear "weapons" are not weapons at all, but just

 massive killing devices that, once used again, could lead to escalation or further prolif

 eration—in short, to a much more lethal world. Furthermore, the Bush administration

 policies seek to legitimize nuclear weapons as weapons in order for the United States to

 defend its supposed interests, either via deterring countries and groups via the threat to

 use them, or by compelling them by actually using them. This violates both the essence

 of what Bob learned from the Cuban missile crisis and, in his view, common sense.

 Journal: Are there universally applicable lessons about deterrence that Secretary
 McNamara learned from the war in Vietnam and the Cuban missile crisis? Will smaller

 countries inevitably be willing to use nuclear weapons and fight to the death in the face

 of overwhelming conventional forces from much larger adversaries?
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 Blight and Lang: There's a paradox that has been called "the strategy of the strong"

 versus "the strategy of the weak." The United States was strong militarily, but relatively

 weak in its commitment; the Vietnamese communists were much weaker militarily,

 but much stronger in their commitment to winning what became a brutal war of

 attrition. The result: military strength was beaten by a combination of strength of

 commitment and vasdy superior local knowledge.

 Should we fear that small countries or groups, when backed into a corner from

 which they see no escape, will, if possible, turn to the nuclear option? Cuba did, in

 response to the U.S. threat of annihilation. Israel might, in another war with Arab

 countries. Pakistan might, to stave off another defeat by the Indians. Does anyone

 doubt that North Korea will, in the event of a foolhardy U.S. attempt at regime change

 in Pyongyang? We have to have empathy across the board, not just with other great

 powers—with small nations—even with sub-national groups such as the al-Qaeda ter

 rorist network and similar groups. For some reason, many Americans find this one of

 the most difficult principles of foreign and defense policy to accept: "empathize with

 your enemy," with the small and weak, as well as with the large and strong.

 Yes, we should fear that small parties with big weapons will feel unconstrained if

 pushed to the brink. But the thing to remember is this: we in the U.S. may not realize,

 in the critical instance, that while we may not think we have pushed anyone anywhere

 near the brink, the much smaller party may see itself as at the edge, or already being

 pushed over it. If such a circumstance were to occur, millions, perhaps tens of millions,

 would pay the ultimate price for a failure of empathy.

 Journah What is Secretary McNamaras view on the differing decision-making styles

 and personalities of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson? Faced with the same issues,

 would these presidents have done the same things?

 Blight and Lang: The key issue relating to the two presidents for whom Bob McNamara

 was Secretary of Defense concerns the war in Vietnam. Let's start with Bob's comment

 in The Fog ofWar that, "if Kennedy had lived, he would have made a difference. I don't

 think we would have had 500,000 men there." That is basically all he says. But what

 does he mean to convey?

 Recently, we embarked on another critical oral history project devoted to just this

 subject. We call it "Kennedy, Johnson and Vietnam: The Impact of the Presidential

 Transition on the Course of the War, and its Implication for U.S. Foreign and Defense

 Policy." The subject is inherently subjective, but this does not mean that facts cannot

 be brought to bear on it. They can and have been, at a conference we organized in

 Georgia. Since our project has just begun, we would rather not speculate on where the
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 data will lead us. But it is possible to say, with confidence, that Kennedy was remark

 ably adept at following one of the lessons mentioned in TheFogofWar: "Be prepared to

 reexamine your reasoning." This was apparent with regard to Vietnam, in response to

 which Kennedy was transformed after less than a year in office from a hawkish inter

 ventionist to one who seems to have concluded that, if politically feasible, he would

 rather withdraw U.S. troops, primarily because he began to see any war there as

 unwinnable. We caution that this does not mean he would have found a way out of that

 box. It does mean that he was looking for a way out at a very early point.

 We mention our new project for this reason: Bob McNamara was invited to it,

 but declined the invitation. Here were his reasons for declining the invitation to par

 ticipate: First, he said he would personally be put in an untenable position. The logical

 question to ask him, he said, would be "Where was McNamara?"—meaning if Kennedy

 would have ordered a withdrawal, as McNamara seems to believe, then McNamara

 would have been the architect of the end of U.S. involvement. But under Johnson,
 McNamara became the chief architect of the escalation of the war. So the old accusa

 tions would start up again about him being a technocrat without beliefs or principles,

 of being blindly loyal to whomever was his boss, etc.

 Second, he said that the older he got, the more he listened to the formerly secret

 Kennedy and Johnson tape recordings, and the more he read about the issue, the less

 sure he became. He said that he can no longer recall what he thought Kennedy had in

 mind and, in fact, he can no longer reconstruct his own state of mind to his satisfac

 tion. So for these reasons, he thought the conference would learn more if he didn't

 participate. He also said something that made us smile: In spite of not being able to

 recall what he believed at the time, he said emphatically, ignorance might not stop him

 from acting like a bully. In particular, because he believed instinctively that Kennedy

 probably would not have sent U.S. combat troops to Vietnam, he said he might feel

 compelled to put forth this view with more enthusiasm than the data would support.

 Journal: Most importantly, how has the process of critical oral history illuminated the

 discrepancies between assumptions made by policymakers and the actual facts on the

 ground? What does this mean for future decision-making? What kind of assumptions

 do we currently carry about nuclear proliferation that have never been reexamined?

 How can we unpack and examine those assumptions to design more effective policies?

 McNamara: Any of you who have seen The Fog of War knows that it puts forward 11

 lessons. As a matter of fact, it's called The Fog of War: Eleven Lessons from the Life of

 Robert McNamara. Well, those aren't my lessons. Those are lessons coined by Errol Morris

 based on what he thought from conversations with me. And some of'em are just absolutely
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 stupid. And maybe some of my thoughts and lessons are stupid, but not quite as stupid as—

 Iforgot which number it is, but, "Never say never"? Honest to God! As I look back on my

 life, I say, "One of the most important conclusions I've come to is 'never say never. '" That's

 insane. Now some of the others are just as bad.

 One of the most important conclusions I've come to in my life—and let me be sure you

 understand this—if you're going to be a leader, I guarantee you're going to make mistakes.

 You will fail to recognize when this lesson applies unless you really think about it and make

 great efforts to understand it. Leaders are very unwilling to force their associates to debate

 before them ideas on which they know their associates have differences of opinion. It's very

 difficult. They have a strong affection for these associates. They admire them immensely.

 They must depend upon them for support, and they don't want them fighting each other. But

 that leads to a failure to open up discussion towards absolutely fundamental issues.

 Let me give you an illustration. The auto industry today is in deep trouble. One of the

 reasons is that the auto industry—certainly not during the years I was with it, and I don't

 think since—has never fully discussed some very important issues: quality. Higher efficiency

 and comparison to Japanese cars. Quality! You won't find—you won't believe this but I'll

 guarantee it's true—you won't find a really thoughtful discussion at the uppermost levels of

 the U.S. auto industry of quality.

 The Catholic Church has discussed some of the most important issuesfacing it as well.

 I'm a Protestant. I'm aware of some of the limitations of the Catholic Church. But I think it's

 been a steadying influence in the world in the past. I think it can be in the future, and I

 want to see it remain strong. It's not going to be strong unless some of these issues are surfaced.

 In Vietnam, the two most important issues were never discussed at the highest level.

 You won't find a piece of paper that shows that during the Kennedy Administration or the

 Johnson Administration we discussed these issues. The first issue was, "Was Eisenhower

 correct' Would the domines fall if ^ fa (g My ygu Fgrcg
 we lost South Vietnam? And if the

 answer to the first question was, SUrfdCill£ Of fundBITIBfltSl ISSIIBS bBfOTB fOU

 -Yes The dominoes are going to jn your leadership role. Discuss it. it wasn't
 fall, " the second most important , ,,, ... , . ,

 qac,,ion uta,. "Could that be pre- ^ ^ lt S "<"»« 'Oddy.
 vented by the introduction of large numbers of U.S. military personnel?" Neverfully, thought

 fully discussed. Now you may think that's impossible, but you try to find evidence that either

 one of those was discussed. What I'm trying to say to you is: Force the surfacing offundamen

 tal issues before you in your leadership role. Discuss it. It wasn't done then. It's not being done

 today.

 Let me tell you a couple of other things about human error. You know, it sounds

 absolutely absurd, but the problem we had in Vietnam of dissent in this country is contrary
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 to what you think. It wasn't coming from the Left; it wasfrom the Right. The right wing was

 trying to push further into escalation, particularly more bombing. They'd hoped we would

 actually invade North Vietnam and go on from there. We were trying to avoid that. There

 fore, today, if you pick up almost any book discussing military operations in North Vietnam,

 it criticizes Johnson and McNamara for trying to control the bombing. And we were; we

 were trying to limit the bombing so that we wouldn't incite the entry into the war of the

 Chinese and the Soviets. At least we prevented that. But there was a real danger at the time

 that if we went as far as many were pushing and recommending, we would bring the Chi

 nese and the Soviets in.

 Now we made mistakes in our control of the bombing as well. One time, our diplo

 matic representatives were in Hanoi to make overtures to Ho Chi Minh. The weather over

 North Vietnam was unpredictable. We had to give the military some freedom of movement,

 Thoit fnnnH I th!nL , onn ronnrie nf m:c 50 really>atthe beginning we'd say "Ok,
 They found, I think, 1,900reports of mis

 siles being introduced into Cuba. And of us a list of targets, the number of mis

 the 1,900, only four were correct.
 can have, for the month of November,

 you can have 10 bombing missions. We know you can't set all of the dates today. We want to

 know the targets; we don't want you to hit any targets we don't approve. But you can choose

 the date based on the weather. "So we gave them a month's leeway, and then in our minds we

 never connected having our diplomatic team in Hanoi with the authorization. And, gosh

 damit, while they were there we bombed Hanoi. And that stopped the peace mission.

 Well, you say, "That's absurd. You people are stupid. "Well, I don't think we're stupid.

 Sometimes you just don't have the correct information. [At lunch today, a faculty member

 said]—apropos of being stupid—he said, "I am a Cuban exile. Everybody knew the Rus

 sians were putting missiles into Cuba. What the hell? You people sat there and didn't do a

 damn thing until he got them all there, and then you say you came close to nuclear war. You

 brought the risk. You didn't act when you had an opportunity to do so. " And I said to him,

 "Well look, we had those reports. All kinds of reports. 90 percent of them proved wrong!"

 That's why we didn't. As a matter of fact, when the whole thing was over and they withdrew

 the missiles, Senator [Kenneth] Keating said, publicly, that he would eat his hat on the steps

 of the Capitol before Christmas if we could prove that the missiles were withdrawn from

 Cuba. Well, Tom Blanton [director of the National Security Archive] told me that after the

 missile crisis was over, the CIA went back and checked over the reports and they found, I

 think, 1,900 reports of missiles being introduced into Cuba. And of the 1,900, only four

 were correct. And that was true with respect to Cuba—it's true often of the intelligence you

 get. And I'm sure it's true today about many of the reports we're getting on Iraq, North Korea,

 and Iran.
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 Blight and Lang: If pressed to the wall to say what our nearly quarter century of

 research collaboration with Bob McNamara adds up to, it would be this: empathize

 with your enemy. We put it in the form of a challenge: find a conflict in history which

 escalated to tragic proportions, and see if you don't detect a corresponding lack of

 empathy all around. Conversely, look at what people in international relations like to

 call "the dogs that didn't bark"—conflicts that didn't quite happen, crises that were

 resolved short of war, disagreements that were mediated successfully—look at these

 and see if you don't detect sincere efforts at empathizing, attempts to understand others

 as they understand themselves. We believe that such studies would yield evidence for

 the central significance of empathy in keeping the peace, when present, and in leading

 to war, when absent.

 Suppose that empathy is this important. What, then, is the policy prescription,

 or prescriptions? This is the tough part. To put the matter succinctly, there is a tremen

 dous difference between doing research on empathy via critical oral history and actu

 ally extending empathy to adversaries in real time as conflicts appear to be develop

 ing—before they explode, before blood is shed. How do we muster the kind of empa

 thy that often is present in our conferences using the critical oral history method after

 the fact (sometimes decades after the fact) in the events themselves? This question is so

 central and so vexing because empathy can only exist if people want it to exist. It takes

 effort. It often takes courage, especially after the battle lines are drawn. One of our

 Vietnamese colleagues said to us at one of the conferences in Hanoi, "Blood speaks
 with a terrible voice."

 In this way, the question of how to increase empathy in matters of war and peace

 becomes a moral question: am I willing, or am I not willing, to extend the effort to

 believe that I may be wrong and my adversary may be right, no matter what my pre

 conceptions or assumptions, no matter what my data seem to be telling me? Sure, after

 the fact you can imagine governments acting with empathy. But are we confident that

 our government, and other governments and organizations, can possibly operate this

 way in real time? No. Not at all.

 Is it important, we might ask in conclusion, that such a transformation occur,

 and soon? We will summarize Bob McNamara's answer, in the form of these proposi

 tions, concerning the limiting case of what can happen in the absence of empathy:

 1. Nuclear war is possible. We know this because it came within an

 eyelash of occurring in October 1962.

 2. We escaped the total destruction of our societies in October 1962
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 mainly because of luck, together with the mustering of just enough

 empathy, just in time, by leaders in Washington and Moscow.

 3. Nuclear weapons must be abolished because the indefinite combi

 nation of nuclear weapons and human fallibility will result in unprec

 edented catastrophe.

 Can we in the twenty-first century find just enough empathy, just in time, to stave off

 this catastrophe? Yes, we can. Will we? Only if we make the effort—"we" referring to

 the entire human race, but most importantly, "we" citizens of the world's only super

 power. A

 46
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